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Abstract. An important amount of research has been devoted to conceptual model 
validation, that is, to check whether a conceptual model correctly and adequately describes 
the users' intended needs and requirements. In this paper we present a new approach to model 
validation. We define a set of desirable properties that a conceptual model should satisfy and 
we show how the accomplishment of all these properties can be checked in a uniform way 
by means of planning. Our approach is independent of any particular planning method and 
it extends the facilities of the methods developed so far. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

This paper describes an approach for validating conceptual models of information 
systems. By validation we mean the process of checking whether a conceptual model 
correctly and adequately desoibes the users' intended needs and requirements [ABC82]. 
This is one of the most important and crucial problems in information systems 
engineering. Indeed, detecting possible problems during information systems 
specification time will prevent possible errors during the following stages. 

The validation task is not fully formalizable and it is based on intuition. Then, it is 
desirable to provide the designer with the maximum set of tools that assist him in the 
validation process [Bub86]. Among the support capabilities that have been proposed 
there are: infological simulation [VF85, CO92], paraphrasing specifications in natural 
language [RlX)2, Da192], generation of abstractions and abstracts of specifications 
[JC92], animation and symbolic execution [LL93], explanation generation [GW93, 
OS95] and semantic prototyping [LTP91, LK93]. 

One of the proposed approaches for validating conceptual models consists of 
defining a set of  desirable properties that the model should satisfy and to provide 
methods for checking these properties [Kun84, Kun85]. However, this proposal has 
several drawbacks. First, it deals only with a reduced set of properties. Second, it does 
not take into account the presence of the operations of the conceptual model in both 
the definition and the validation of the properties. Finally, it lacks of a uniform 
treatment of  the properties in the sense that they are checked using different techniques. 
The work that we present in this paper extends previous research in this direction. 

In our approach, the checking of the considered properties will be performed by 
using plan generation techniques. We define for each property (e.g. satisfiability of a 
conceptual model, redundancy of integrity constraints or executability of an operation) 
an initial state and a final state such that if there exists a plan, that is, a sequence of 
operations able to perform the transition between both states, the conceptual model 
satisfies that property. The use of planning allows us to check the whole set of 
properties in a uniform way. Moreover, it allows us to easily consider additional 
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desirable properties and to guarantee that their checking is performed correctly, due to 
the existence of adequate planning methods. 

We would like to point out that the generality of our approach allows us to be 
independent of the concrete planning method used for checking the properties. This 
facilitates the application of the improvements in the planning research area to our 
approach. 

Furtado et al. [VF85] proposed a concrete planning method for reasoning about 
conceptual models. In their approach, the designer is provided with a tool that obtains 
a sequence of operations able to perform the transition between a given initial and 
target states. Therefore, the success of validation relies only on the designer's intuition 
and experience when defining the initial and target states. Moreover, Furtado et al. do 
not consider the integrity constraints when reasoning about conceptual models. 

Recently, Feenstra and Wieringa [FW95] have also outlined a method for reasoning 
about conceptual models specified in a language less expressive than ours which does 
not consider derived predicates, in a similar way than the proposed by Furtado et al.. 
They propose a system able to answer reachability queries which permits to express 
some properties similar to ours. Their method is based on extending planning 
techniques with a satisfiability tester [BDM88]. However, as we will show in this 
paper, these properties can be checked by using some of the current planning methods. 

This paper extends our previous work on validation in the context of databases 
[DTU96], which focused on the use of view updating for validating a database schema, 
without taking the predefined transactions or operations into account. It also extends 
our work reported in [CO92], where we proposed a concrete planning method for 
explaining the teachability of a final state, departing from a given initial state. As for 
[VF85], the success of validation relied only on the designer's intuition and experience 
when defining the initial and target states. 

This paper is organized as follows. Next section reviews basic concepts of usual 
conceptual models, which are based on the concept of operation. Section 3 reviews the 
main planning concepts and identifies the features of planning methods able to handle 
the validation tasks considered in this paper. Section 4 defines a set of desirable 
properties that a conceptual model should satisfy and shows how the checking of these 
properties can be handled using planning. Section 5 illustrates how to apply our 
approach by using two existing planning methods. Finally, section 6 presents our 
conclusions and points out further work. 

2 Conceptual models 

In this section we review usual conceptual models of information systems and we 
introduce our notation for describing them. Most conceptual models are based on the 
concept of operation. We want to be general, and therefore we use a simple formalism, 
based on the concept of operation, and easily adaptable to many conceptual modelling 
languages. 

Each conceptual modelling language provides a set of concepts and syntactic features 
to define the structure of  the Information Base: the Information Base schema. In 
general, we may assume that the Information Base (IB) consists of two parts: Base and 
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Derived. The Base part includes all facts that are inserted and deleted directly by the 
operations, while the Derived part includes all facts that are derived from base and/or 
derived facts, by means of some kind of deductive roles. 

We will assume the IB contains facts of  a given set of predicates. Each predicate 
consists of  a name and a set of  arguments. Facts of base predicates are updated by 
operations while the existence of facts of  derived predicates is defined declaratively by 
deductive rules. We will use the clausal form of logic, augmented with negation, to 
define deductive rules. 

Many conceptual modelling languages provide some constructs tbr the definition of  
integrity constraints. For the sake of  uniformity, we define the constraints in denial 
form by means of integrity roles which have the same form as the deductive rules. Any 
integrity constraint can be represented in this form as described in [LT84]. 

Below, we show an example of an IB schema: 

emp(employee,department) 
dept(department) 
manager(employee,departmenO 
works-for(e,m)<-- emp(e,d) ^ manager(m,d) 
icl <-- emp(e,d) ^ -~dept(d) 

There is a single derived predicate: works-for. Its deductive rule indicates that an 
employee E works for another employee M if E is an employee of a department D and 
M is the manager of  that department. Note that we also include an integrity rule. It 
states that all employees must belong to an existent department. 

It can be seen that there is a straightforward correspondence between our IB schema 
and that of ER [Che76], SDM [HM81], NIAM [NH89], and many others. Note that 
not all of them include a derived part in the IB. Our model is even adaptable to 
languages based on the relational data model. In such case, views are derived predicates 
and their definition is a deductive rule. 

A conceptual modelling language has also to provide the definition of  the 
transitions between different states of the Information Base: the transition schema. 
Most conceptual modelling languages define the transition schema in terms of  
operations. Application of an operation induces a transition from the current state of  
the IB to a new state. 

We describe operations by: its name, its parameters, a precondition that must hold 
in the state of the IB in which the operation is applied, facts to be added to the IB by 
the operation and facts to be deleted from the IB by the operation. 

Preconditions are expressed as first order formulas. In order to guarantee domain 
independence, range-restrictedness of  the formulas is required. We use the common 
definition of range-restrictedness as introduced in [Nic82]. Additions and deletions can 
be expressed as sets of base facts. 

In this paper, we assume that the specified precondition guarantees that facts to be 
deleted hold in the IB state in which the operation is applied and facts to be added do 
not hold in that IB state. However, our approach could also be applied if this 
requirement was not considered. Below, we show the transition schema for the IB 
schema described. 
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New-dept(D) 
prec: -, dept(D) 
add: {dcpt(D)} 
del: { ] 

Hire(E,D) 
prec: -, qd' emp(E,d') 
add: [emp(E,D)] 
del: { } 

New-manager(E,D) 
prec: -3d'  manager(E,d') 
add: {manager(E,D)} 
(]el: { } 

Rem-dept(D) 
prec: D-4=Staff A dept(D) 

del: { dept(D) } 
Fire(E) 

prec:3d emp(E,d)A-,manager(E,d) 

del: {emp(E,d) } 
R e m - m g r ( E )  

prec:3dmanage~(E,d) 

del: {mana~cr(E,d)} 

The execution of an operation is valid only if its precondition holds in the IB state 
in which the operation is applied and the resulting IB state obtained after its execution 
is consistent, i.e., integrity constraints are satisfied in it. Otherwise, the operation can 
not be performed. 

For example, the execution of operation Hire(John,Marketing) is not valid when 
applied to an IB state where base fact dept(Marketing) does not hold. In this case, 
emp(John,Marketing) would hold in the resulting state and dept(Marketing) would not. 
Thus, integrity constraint icl would be violated in the resulting state of the IB and this 
resulting state would be inconsistent. 

Similarly, a sequence of operations is valid only if the execution of each operation 
of the sequence is valid. Moreover, an IB state is reachable only if it can be obtained 
by a valid sequence of operations. 

In our example, the IB state: {dept(Marketing), emp(John,Marketing)} is reachable 
due to the fol lowing sequence of  operations:  New-dept(Market ing) ,  
Hire(John,Marketing) 

As it happens with our IB schema, there is a straightforward correspondence 
beetween our transition schema and the transition schema of  many conceptual 
modelling languages, such as that of Taxis [MBW80] and the one introduced by 
Furtado et al. in [VF85]. 

3 Planning 

In this section we present classical planning problems and we identify the features 
of planning methods able to handle the validation tasks considered in this paper. 

A classical planning problem can be stated as follows: given a description of the 
world or domain of the problem, given an initial state of that world and given a goal to 
accomplish at a final state, obtain one or several plans able to perform the transition 
between the initial state and a final state in which the desired goal holds. The obtained 
plans have to be consistent with respect to the world description. Note that, in 
particular, the obtained plan may be empty which means that the initial state already 
satisfies the goal. 

A planning method has to provide both a way to represent a planning problem and a 
mechanism to generate plans for the planning problems it is able to represent. 
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The representation used by a planning method is important because it characterizes 
the planning problems it is able to solve. Actually, the representation of a planning 
problem is strongly related with conceptual modelling of information systems. In both 
cases, it is necessary to represent static and dynamic knowledge about a domain that 
evolves through several situations or states. 

In order to use a planning method for the validation of  the conceptual models 
described in section 2, it must provide a representation of a planning problem in terms 
of those conceptual models either directly or through an automatic transformation. 

Using this representation the planning problem can be formulated more concretely 
as: given an IB schema and a transition schema, given an initial state of  the IB 
expressed as a set of base facts I and given a goal expressed as a range-restricted first 
order formula to accomplish at a final state of the IB, obtain one or several valid 
sequences of operations able to perform the transition between the initial state of  the 
IB and a final state of  the IB where the desired goal holds. 

For example: given the planning problem domain described by the IB schema and 
transition schema examples of section 2, given the initial state: {dept(Marketing), 
emp(John,Marketing)} and given the goal: 3d emp(Peter,d) ^ qe works-for(e,Peter), a 
possible plan to obtain is the valid sequence of operations: Hire(Peter,Marketing), 
New-mgr(Peter,Marketing). 

We also have a requirement on the plan generation mechanism. It must obtain at 
least a solution plan for a given planning problem if any solution plan for the 
planning problem exists. The need of this requirement will become clear in section 4 
when defining the properties to validate in terms of planning. 

4 U s i n g  P l a n n i n g  f o r  V a l i d a t i n g  C o n c e p t u a l  M o d e l s  

In this section we define a set of desirable properties that a conceptual model should 
satisfy and we show how the checking of these properties can be handled by using 
planning. The main idea is to define for each property an initial state and a goal to 
accomplish at a final state such that if there exists a sequence of operations able to 
achieve the goal departing from the initial state, the conceptual model satisfies that 
property. If  a property is not satisfied, the conceptual model is ill-specified and its 
specification should be changed. In general, this may be due to the specification of the 
deductive rules, integrity constraints, operations or even due to a combination of them. 

In sections 4.1 and 4.2 we deal respectively with the properties related to the 
validation of the IB schema and to the validation of the operations. 

4.1 Checking of Properties of the IB Schema 

In this section we will define three properties related to the Information Base 
schema: satisfiability, liveliness of a predicate and redundancy of a constraint. We will 

1 Note that we only need the base facts of the I13 to describe the initial state because the 
derived facts may be derived using the deductive rules. In particular, this set of base facts 
may be empty and we will call empty initial state its corresponding initial state 
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also show how these properties can be uniformly handled using planning. As a related 
work, we would like to mention the methods for handling satisfiability proposed in 
[Kun84, Kun85] and [Lun82]. These methods are only concerned with finding a model 
that satisfies all the integrity constraints since they do not take the operations into 
account in both the definition and the verification of the property. In the database field, 
three different methods [BDM88, LMSS93, GSUW94] have been proposed that handle 
respectively satisfiability, liveliness and redundancy. Besides the non uniformity of the 
way in which these properties are handled, again the main difference relies on the fact 
that these methods do not consider the operations. 

4.1.1 Satisfiability 

A fundamental property that a conceptual model should satisfy is satisfiability. 
Intuitively, a conceptual model is satisfiable if there exists a state of the IB satisfying 
all the integrity constraints which can be obtained by a sequence of operations. If there 
is not such a state then the entire conceptual model becomes useless since no operation 
can be executed. To illustrate this property, consider a subset of the conceptual model 
defined in section 2 with the additional integrity constraint ic2, stating that it must 
exist the employee Joan assigned to the department Staff: 

emp(employee, departmen0 
dept(department) 
icl <-- emp(e, d) A -~dept(d) 
ic2 <--- -~emp(Joan, Staff) 

Hire(E, D) New_dept(D) 
prec: -, 3 d emp(E, d) 
add: {emp(E, D)} 
del:{ } 

prec: -~ dept(D) 
add: {dept(D)} 
del:{ ) 

This conceptual model is dearly unsatisfiable. Satisfaction of integrity constraint 
ic2 would require a state in which at least emp(Joan, Staff) was true, which could be 
achievable by the operation HireOoan, Staff), however the execution of this operation 
would violate icl since the department Staff would not exist. Thus, it would be 
necessary to execute previously the operation New_dept(Staff) that can not be executed 
since this execution would violate ic2. 

Satisfiability in this example could be achieved, for instance, by removing 
integrity constraint ic2, in which case the conceptual model becomes satisfiable since 
the empty state satisfies all the integrity constraints. Satisfiability could also be 
achieved by proposing a new transaction that inserts at the same time an employee and 
a department. 

More precisely, a conceptual model M is satisfiable if there exists a reachable state 
of the Information Base. 

Satisfiability of a conceptual model M is equivalent to the planning problem of 
finding a plan for the goal TRUE where the description of the world is given by the 
conceptual model M and the initial state is empty. The tautology TRUE is the least 
restrictive possible goal. Thus, if it does not exist a plan for that goal, the integrity 
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constraints can not be satisfied and therefore the conceptual model is unsatisfiable. On 
the other hand, if there exists at least a plan for that goal, then there exists a valid 
sequence of  operations that leads the Information Base to an state in which all the 
integrity constraints are satisfied and therefore the conceptual model is satisfiable. 

Note that, if the operations of the conceptual model are not taken into account, the 
state {emp(Joan,Staff), dept(Staff)}, for instance, would satisfy all the integrity 
constraints and therefore the previous conceptual model would be satisfiable according 
to the definition of satisfiability considered in [Lun82, Kun84, Kun85]. However, as 
we have seen, this state is not reachable by the operations of the model. 

4.1.2 Liveliness of  a Predicate 

A desirable property for base and derived predicates is that they can have non empty 
extensions. Effectively, a predicate that has an empty extension in each reachable state 
of the IB is clearly a useless predicate and probably the conceptual model in which it is 
defined is ill-specified. As an illustrative example, consider again a subset of the 
conce )tual model defined in section 2: 

emp(employee,department) 
dept(department) 
icl  <--- emp(e, d) ^ -xlept(d) 
Hire(E, D) 

prec: -~ q d emp(E, d) 
add: {emp(E, D)} 
del:{ } 

Clearly, both predicates dept and emp are not lively. The first one, dept, is not 
lively since there is no operation to insert a department and consequently it will have 
an empty extension in each possible state. The second one, emp, is also not lively 
since even though there is an operation to insert an employee this operation may never 
satisfy the integrity constraint icl that requires the existence of the department when 
inserting an employee. If we assume a new operation: 

New-dept (D)  
prec: -~ dept(D) 
add: {dept(D)} 
del: { } 

then both predicates become lively: predicate dept due to the presence of this new 
operation and predicate emp due to the fact that the sequence of operations: 
New_dept(Dept), Hire(Emp, Dep0 leads to an state of the Information Base in which 
emp has the fact emp(Emp,Dept). Note that the inverse sequence Hire(Emp, Dep0, 
New-dept(Dept) is not a valid sequence since the execution of the tirst operation would 
violate icl. 

More precisely, a predicate p is lively in a conceptual model M if there is a 
reachable state of the Information Base in which at least one fact about p is true. 
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The problem of finding out whether a predicate p(x) 2 is lively in a conceptual model 
M is equivalent to the planning problem of finding a plan for the goal 3x p(x) where 
the description of the world is given by the conceptual model M and the initial state is 
empty. If there is at least a plan for such a goal then the plan will contain a valid 
sequence of operations that leads to a reachable state in which p has a non empty 
extension and thus, predicate p is lively. Otherwise p is not lively. 

4.1.3 Redundancy of a Constraint 

Intuitively, a constraint is redundant if integrity does not depend on it. Clearly, 
such a redundancy should be detected by the validation process and the designer should 
be informed in order that s/he could take the opportune decisions. Redundancy of  a 
constraint may be due to several reasons. For instance, a constraint may be a 
tautology, it may be redundant because it is enforced by the specifications of the 
operations, by other integrity constraints or due to a combination of these reasons. To 
illustrate this property, consider a subset of the conceptual model defined in section 2 
with two additional integrity constraints: 

emp(employee,departmen0 
dept(deparlmen0 
icl +-- emp(e, d) ^ --~lept(d) 
ic2 ~ emp(Joan, d) ^ -xlept(d) 
ic3 <--- emp(e, dl)  ^ emp(e, d2) ^ dl~xl2 
Hire(E, D) New-dept(D) 

prec: -- 3 d emp(E, d) prec: -~ dept(D) 
add: {emp(E, D)} zdO" {dept(D)} 
del:{ } del:{ } 

Integrity constraint ic2 is redundant, since it is entailed by icl and therefore it can 
not be violated without violating icl.  Moreover, integrity constraint ic3 is redundant 
since the precondition of the operation Hire forbids to have an employee assigned to 
more than one department. Thus, the integrity of  the conceptual model does not depend 
on ic2 neither ic3, in the sense that they could be removed and the resulting conceptual 
model would admit the same reachable states than the original one. 

More precisely, let M be a conceptual model and let I be an integrity constraint in 
M, I is redundant if it is satisfied in each reachable state of M - {I}. 

Satisfiability and liveliness can be checked by showing the existence of some 
reachable state. As opposed to that, the definition of redundancy of a constraint requires 
something for each  state. Hence, redundancy of a constraint is best checked by 
verifying or falsifying the lack of redundancy, which can be done by attempting to 
construct one state which would show that the constraint under investigation can be 
violated and hence that is not redundant. Thus, the non redundancy of a constraint I of 
the form ic ~ Body in a conceptual model M is checked by showing the existence of a 
plan for the goal 3x Body, where x are the variables in Body, with M - {I} as a 

2 Note that here and in the following bold lowercase letters stand for vectors of variables 
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description of the world and with an empty initial state. If it does not exist such a plan 
then the integrity constraint is redundant. 

In our example it does not exist any plan for the goal 3 d emp(Joan, d) A ",dept(d) in 
the world corresponding to the original conceptual model except ic2. The same 
happens with goal 3 e,dl ,d2 emp(e,dl)  A emp(e,d2) A al l*d2 in the world 
corresponding to the original conceptual model except ic3. Thus, both ic2 and ic3 are 
redundant. Instead, since the plan. Hire(Peter,Marketing) is a possible plan for the 
goal 3 e,d emp(e, d) A -~dept(d) in the world corresponding to the original conceptual 
model except icl, icl is not redundant. 

4.2 Checking of Properties of the Operation Specifications 

In addition to the checking of properties of the Information Base, the designer may 
also be interested in the checking properties of the operations of the conceptual model. 
For instance, s/he could be interested on checking whether the precondition of each 
operation is correctly specified or whether it will be possible to execute the specified 
operations at execution time. These properties, i. e. the applicability of an operation 
and the executability of an operation, are defined in this section. 

Similar properties to our applicability and executability of an operation were defined 
in [Kun84, Kun85]. Besides the non uniformity of the way in which these properties 
are handled, again the main difference relies on the fact this approach does not take 
account of the presence of the other operations in both the definition and the 
verification of the properties related to an operation. 

4.2.1 Applicability of an Operation 

Intuitively, an operation is applicable if there exists a reachable state where its 
precondition holds. If an operation is not applicable, it will never be possible to 
execute it because its precondition may never be true. As an example, consider the 
following conceptual model: 

emp(employee, deparUnen0 
manager(employee, deparunen0 
dept(departmen0 
has-emp(d) <-- emp(e,d) 
has-emp(d) ~-- manager(e,d) 
has-mgr(d) ~-- manager(e,d) 
icl <-- dept(d) A -~ has-mgr(d) 

Hire(E,D) New-mgr(E,D) 
prec: ", 3d' emp(E,d') prec: -, 3d' manager(E,d') 
ad~ {emp(E,D)} ad~ {manager(E,D)} 
~el: { } ~el: { } 

New-dept(D) Rem-dept(D) 
prec: -xlept(D) prec: dept(D) A -,has-emp(D) 
a ~ :  {0ept(n)} actt {} 
del: { } del: {dept(D) } 
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At a first glance, it may seem that all the operations of this conceptual model are 
applicable. However, consider the operation of removing a department: Rem-dept(D). 
The satisfaction of the first part of the precondition, dept(D), requires the previous 
execution of the operation New-dept(D). Moreover, because of the integrity constraint 
icl,  the operation New-dept(D) can only be executed if department D has some 
manager, which in turn requires the previous execution of the operation New-mgr(E,D) 
to add the information manager(E,D) to the IB. By the second derivation rule, 
manager(E,D) implies has-emp(D) and, since there is no possible way to remove this 
information, it cannot be achieved a state where the precondition of the operation Rem- 
dept(D) holds. Therefore, we have that this operation is not applicable. Several ways of 
making operation Rem-dept(D) applicable exist, for instance by changing its 
precondition, by changing the deductive rules or integrity constraints of the IB or by 
considering additional operations. 

More precisely, an operation Op is applicable if there is a reachable state S where, 
for some instantiation of the parameters of Op, the precondition of Op holds in S. 

As with the other properties, the problem of deciding whether an operation is 
applicable may also be handled by means of planning. In this case, we have that an 
operation Op, with parameters x and precondition Prec, will be applicable if there 
exists a valid sequence of operations that, starting from an empty initial state, leads to 
a final state of the IB that satisfies the goal: 3x Prec. In the previous example, since 
the operation Rem-dept(D) is not applicable, no plan exists that satisfies the goal: 3d 
dept(d) ^ -~has-emp(d). However if, for instance, we remove the second deductive rule, 
the following sequence of operations would be a solution plan: New-mgr(Peter,Sales), 
New-dept(Sales). Therefore, the operation Rem-dept(D) would be applicable. 

4.2.2 Executability of an Operation 

Even though an operation is applicable, it may be the case that it may never be 
executed because the result of applying this operation to each of the states that satisfy 
its precondition leads to an inconsistent resulting IB state. Detection of non-executable 
operations is also an important task in conceptual model validation. This is illustrated 
in the following example. 

manager(employee, department) 

dept(departmen0 
has-mgr(d) <--- manager(e,d) 
icl ~ dept(d) ^ -1 has-mgr(d) 
New-dept(D) New-mgr(E,D) Rem-mgr(E) 

prec: -xlept(D) prec: -~ 3d' manager(E,d') prec:3d manager(E,d) 
^ -1 3e' manager(e',D) ^ dept(d) 

~ :  {dept(D)} add:{manager(E,D)} add: {} 
del: {} del: {} del: {man_ager(E,d)} 

Consider the previous conceptual model, where all the operations are a subset of the 
operations of the example considered in section 2, except that we have slightly chan~ed 
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the precondition of the operation New-mgr(E,D) by requiring also that it may only be 
applied if D has no manager, and the precondition of the operation Rem-mgr(E) by 
requiring that E must be the manager of some known department. 

Rem-mgrfE) is an applicable operation because there exists a reachable state, 
obtained by the execution of the operations: New-mgr(E,D), New-dept(D), that 
satisfies its precondition. However, it will never be possible to apply it because its 
execution always leads to an inconsistent IB state. It is not difficult to see that the 
reason why Rem-mgr(E) is not executable lies on the fact that the integrity constraint 
icl requires all departments to have a manager and that the precondition for applying 
New-mgr(E,D) requires that no manager exists for D. Therefore, in this conceptual 
model a department may never have two managers and, then, the application of the 
operation Rem-mgr(E) will always result in a state that violates icl. 

More precisely, an operation Op is executable if there exists a valid sequence of 
operations that contains Op. 

Checking the executability of an operation Op by means of planning has to deal 
with the problem of finding a plan that contains Op and that satisfies certain 
conditions of the IB. Unfortunately, most of the known planning methods do not 
allow the specification of conditions that the plan to obtain must satisfy. However, if 
the IB keeps trace of the executions of Op it is also possible to check the executability 
of an operation Op with usual planning methods. In conceptual models, this can be 
done by including in the specification of Op a new information to be added to the IB: 
Executed-Op, where Executed-Op is a distinguished predicate which does not occur 
elsewhere in the lB. Then, the executability of the operation Op is checked by showing 
the existence of a valid plan for the goal Executed-Op, starting from the empty initial 
state. If some plan exists, it must necessarily contain Op since the execution of this 
operation is the only possible way to add Executed-Op to the IB, and thus Op will be 
executable; otherwise it will not. 

In the previous example, the operation Rem-mgr(E) should be described as: 
R e m - m g r ( E )  

prec: qd manager(E,d) ^ dept(d) 
add: {Executed-Rem-mgr} 
del: {manager(E,d) } 

and since no plan exists that satisfies the goal Executed-Rem-mgr the operation Rem- 
mgr(E) is not executable. Note that if we remove the second part of the precondition of 
New-mgr(E,D) then Rem-mgr(E) would be executable since: New-mgr(Sue,Sales), 
New-dept(Sales), New-mgr(Mary, Sales), Rem-mgr(Sue), would be a valid plan for the 
goal Executed-Rem-mgr. 

5 Using Planning Methods for Conceptual Model Validation 

In this section we illustrate our approach to tackle conceptual model validation by 
using some of the actual planning methods. 

In order to use a planning method for the validation of the conceptual models 
described in section 2 (operational conceptual models in the following), it must 
provide a representation of a planning problem in terms of those operational 
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conceptual models. This representation may be provided either directly or through an 
automatic transformation. 

We will consider two planning methods: CDP [DMMP91] and our planning method 
[CO92, Cos95]. CDP will illustrate the case in which the required representation is 
directly provided while our planning method will illustrate the case in which the 
representation is provided by using an automatic transformation. This automatic 
transformation will show that a planning method using a representation not based on 
the concept of operation but only based on deductive rules can also be used for our 
validation tasks. 

We also have a requirement on the plan generation mechanism. It must obtain at 
least a solution plan for a given planning problem if any solution plan for the 
planning problem exists. Note that this requirement is less restrictive than obtaining 
the complete set of solution plans. Both CDP and our planning method fulfill this 
r e q ~ e a t .  

5.1 CDP [DMMP91] 

CDP uses deductive databases for modelling states of the planning problem world 
and it uses operation specifications to model transitions between those states. 

CDP obtains a complete set of correct minimal solution plans for a given planning 
problem. A solution plan is minimal if none of its subsequences of operations is also 
a solution plan. Therefore, CDP obtains at least a solution plan for a given planning 
problem if any solution plan for the planning problem exists. 

Components of planning problems represented by CDP have a direct correspondence 
to a planning problem represented in terms of our operational conceptual models. We 
will illustrate this direct correspondence by using the example presented in section 
4.2.1 to check the applicability of operation Rem-dept. 

The kind of  deductive databases treated by CDP can be viewed as an IB of an 
operational conceptual model. The IB schema with some syntactic changes will be a 
deductive database schema of CDP. In our example, rules corresponding to predicate 
has-emp after the syntactic changes will be: Ve,d emp(e,d)-+has-emp(d), Ve,d 
manager(e,d)--~has-emp(d) 

Operation specifications consist of: a head, o p ( x l  . . . . .  Xn) ,  where o p  is the operator 
name and the parameters x I . . . . .  x n are  variables, a precondition and a postcondition. 
Preconditions are range-restricted fast order formulas which define the database state 
where the operation is applicable. Postconditions describe the additions and deletions of 
base facts that must be performed to obtain the operation resultant database state. 
Additions are described by positive literals and deletions are described by negative 
literals. Therefore, a simple rewriting will turn our operations into CDP operations. In 
our example, the rewriting of operations New-dept(D) and Rem-dept(D) is: 

New-dept(D) Rem-dept(D) 
prec: -dept(D) prec: dept(D) A -~has-emp(D) 
post: dept(D) post: -1 deptfD) 

The initial state of the planning problem world is described as the deductive database 
initial state. This deductive database initial state can be seen as the initial state of the 
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IB of an operational conceptual model. In our example, the empty initial state will 
correspond to a deductive database with an empty set of base facts. 

The planning problem goal G is defined as a set of range-restricted first order 
formulas. For uniformity reasons, it is assumed that a goal G implicitly introduces an 
operation goal(). The precondition of goal() is G and its postcondition is empty. 
Again, a simple rewriting will turn our goal into the CDP operation goal(). In our 
example, for applicability of operation Rem-dept we will have: 

goal() 
prec: 3d dept(d) ^ -~has-emp(d) 
post: 

A plan for a planning problem is described as a sequence of operations where the 
last operation is goal(). A plan is a solution for a planning problem if for all 
operations in the plan: its precondition is satisfied at the database state where the 
operation is applied and the database state resulting from the operation application is 
consistent, that is, integrity constraints are satisfied in it. Therefore, this sequence of 
operators will be a solution plan for the planning problem. In our example, no 
sequence is obtained which shows that operation Rem-dept is not applicable. 

5.2 Our Planning Method [C092, Cos95] 

In [CO92, Cos95] we defined a planning method which uses a representation of the 
planning problem in terms of deductive conceptual models. Deductive conceptual 
models differ mainly from usual operational conceptual models of information systems 
in that they do not use the concept of operation and the transitions of the IB schema 
are entirely described in terms of deductive rules. 

Our planning method obtains a complete set of correct minimal solution plans for a 
given planning problem. A solution plan is minimal if none of its subsets is also a 
solution plan. Therefore, our planning method obtains at least a solution plan for a 
given planning problem if any solution plan for the planning problem exists. 

In deductive conceptual models time is a key concept. The passing of time is 
considered as an external event (or operation occurrence) as any other entry to the 
system. Consequently, there exists a state of the IB for each time point. Each possible 
information has an associated time point. The Information Base (IB) consists of  two 
parts: Base and Derived. In deductive conceptual models the Base part at a time point t 
corresponds to the information of all the external events (or operation instances) that 
have occurred at time point t. As the passing of time is an external event, the Base part 
contains facts of an standard predicate time(t). A fact time(T) holds if T belongs to the 
life span of the system. The rest of the information, that is, the Derived part, can be 
deduced from the Base part by means of deductive rules. At a given time point t, the IB 
contains all the informations known until t. In deductive conceptual models the 
transition schema is embedded in the deductive rules. 

In the following, we describe how to transform each of the components of  an 
operational conceptual model in order to obtain a deductive conceptual model. We will 
illustrate this transformation by using the example presented in section 2. 

For each operation Op(x) we define a corresponding base predicate op(x,0 of the 
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deductive conceptual model. Note that we have an additional time term t to indicate its 
time of  occurrence. In our example, we will have the following five base predicates: 
new-dept(d,t), rem-dept(d,0, hire(e,d,t), fire(e,0, new-manager(e,d,0, rem-mgr(e,0. The 
knowledge represented in the body of operations will be transformed in deductive rules 
as we will see in the following paragraphs. 

For each base predicate p(x) we define a corresponding derived predicate p(x,t) of  the 
deductive conceptual model. Again, the additional time term t indicates the time of 
occurrence of the associated information. In our example, we will have that emp(e,d,t), 
dept(d,0 and manager(e,d,0 are derived predicates. 

We have to define deductive rules for these derived predicates. These deductive rules 
will represent the knowledge that in our previous operational conceptual models was 
described by operations. For each base predicate p(x) of  our previous model whose 
facts are added by operations a 1 ..... a n and deleted by operations dl ..... d m we will define 
the following deductive rules in our deductive conceptual model: add-p(x,0<-- al(Yl,0 
^ prec-al  . . . . .  add-p(x,0<--- an(Yn,0 ^ prec-an, del-p(x,t)r dl (Yl,0 ^ prec-dl . . . . .  
del-p(x,t)~-- dm(Ym,t) ^ prec-dm, p(x,t)6-- add-p(x,tl) ^ t l<t  ^ -, 3t2 del-p(x,t2) ^ 
t2>tl ^ t2<t. 

We have defined auxiliary derived predicates add-p and del-p which indicate the 
addition and deletion of predicate p by an operation, respectively. Rules for these 
predicates permit to deduce a fact of  them at a time point T if the operation that 
performs the addition or deletion has occurred at time T and the precondition of the 
operation held at the previous time T-1. We assume that if F is the precondition of the 
operation Op then prec-op stands for the formula F with the addition of a time term t- 1 
to each predicate of the formula. Then, it is easy to define a rule for predicate p which 
states that a fact of  this predicate holds at a time T if it has been added at a time T1 
before T and has not been deleted at a time T2 between T1 and T. 

In our example we will have the following rules for predicate emp(e,d,t): 
add-emp(e,d,0<--- hire(e,d,0 ^ -,3 d' emp(e,d',t-1) 
del-emp(e,d,0<--- fLre(e,0 ^ 3d emp(e,d,t-1)^ -,manager(e,d,t-1) 
emp(e,d,0~--- add-emp(e,d,tl) ^ t l<t  ^ -, 3t2 del-emp(e,d,t2) ^ t2>tl ^ t2<t 

Previous deductive rules have to be allowed and in normal form [LT84]. This may 
require a transformation of the rules using the procedure described in [LT84]. This is 
also applied to the rules that we describe in following paragraphs. 

For each derived predicate p(x) we define a corresponding derived predicate p(x,0 of 
the deductive conceptual model. In our example, we will have that works-for(e,m,0 is 
a derived predicate. 

For each deductive rule p(x)<--- Ll(Xl) ^ ... ^ Ln(x n) we define a corresponding 
deductive rule p(x,t)+-- Ll(Xl, 0 ^ ... ^ Ln(xn,0 of the deductive conceptual model. In 
our example we will have the rule: works-for(e,m,0~--- emp(e,d,t) ^ manager(m,d,t). 

For each integrity constraint ic(x) we define a corresponding integrity constraint 
ic(x,0 of  the deductive conceptual model. The time term t indicates the time of 
occurrence of the integrity constraint violation. In our example, we will have the 
integrity constraint icl(t). 

For each integrity rule ic(x)~--- Ll(Xl)  ^ ... ^ Ln(xn) we define a'corresponding 
integrity rule ic(x,0<---- Ll(Xl,0 ^ ... ^ Ln(xa,0 of  the deductive conceptual model. In 
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our example we will have the integrity rule: icl(t) <-- emp(e,d,t) A -~dept(d,0. 
In operational conceptual models a transition of the IB is induced by the occurrence 

of a single operation and more than one operation can not occur simultaneously. In a 
deductive conceptual model transitions of the IB are induced by the passing of time and 
several external events or operation instances may occur at the same time. Therefore, 
in the deductive conceptual model, it will be necessary to forbid explicitly 
simultaneous operation occurrences by means of additional integrity rules. 

For each operation Op(x) we define an integrity constraint ic(t) with the following 
integrity rule: ic(0<-- op(x,t) A op(y,t) A x~y.  This integrity constraint will forbid 
two different instances of  operation Op to occur at the same time. In our example, one 
of these integrity constraints will be the following: ic2(t)<--- new-dept(dl,t) ^ new- 
dept(d2,0 ^ dl~L2. 

For each pair of  operations OPi(Xl), Opj(xj) we define an integrity constraint ic(t) 
with the following integrity rule: ic(t)<--- opi (xi , t )A opj(xj,t). This integrity 
constraint will forbid two instances of  operations Op i and Opj to occur at the same 
time. In our example, one of these integrity constraints will be the following: ic3(t)<---- 
new-dept(d,0 A hire(e,dl,t). 

Besides transforming the conceptual model that describes the planning problem 
world, we also have to transform accordingly the initial state, the goal to achieve and 
the solution plans. 

The initial state has to be described as a set of base facts of the deductive conceptual 
model that represent the operations that have occurred before the planning problem is 
stated. In the case of an empty initial state the corresponding set of base facts will be 
empty. 

A goal described by a formula F will be defined by a new derived predicate G(0 with 
a deductive rule: G(t)<--- F' where F' stands for the formula F with the addition of a 
time term t to each predicate of the formula. For example, the goal 3e,d emp(e,d), will 
be transformed into: G(O~-- 3e,d emp(e,d,t). The description of the goal is completed 
with a final time Tf  in which it has to be achieved. 

The plan will be obtained in terms of base facts which represent the operations that 
must occur. The time term of the base facts will give the order of execution of the 
events. For example, if we have the empty initial state and the goal G(t)<---3e,d 
emp(e,d,t) which has to be achieved at a time 2, one of the plans we will obtain will 
be the following: P={new-dept(Marketing,1), hire(John,Marketing,2)} 

6 Conclusions and Further Work 

In this paper we have presented an approach to the validation of  conceptual 
models. We have defined a set of desirable properties that a conceptual model should 
satisfy (satisfiability of a conceptual model, liveliness of  a predicate, redundancy of 
integrity constraints, applicability and executability of an operation) and we have 
shown how these properties can be checked by using plan generation techniques. 

The use of  planning allows us to check the whole set of properties in a uniform 
way. The generality of  our approach allows us to be independent of the concrete 
planning method used to check the properties. This facilitates the application of 
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improvements in the planning research area to our approach. 
We have illustrated how to apply our approach by using two concrete planning 

methods, one proposed for operational conceptual models and the other for deductive 
ones. In this sense, we have also shown how a method for planning in deductive 
conceptual models can be used for planning in operational ones. 

As further work, we would like to extend our approach by providing explanations 
when a certain property is not satisfied. In this direction, we believe that by refining 
the definition of the properties the designer could also be informed about which part of 
the conceptual model should be changed to satisfy the property. We would also like to 
define similar properties in a framework where the operations are automatically 
generated (see e.g. [PO95]) and to study whether they can be validated by planning. 

Another extension of our work would be to adapt it to the validation of object- 
oriented specifications. This can be done by extending current planning methods to the 
use of object-oriented representations. 

We also plan to develop a tool for validating conceptual models following this 
approach and to integrate our approach into a conceptual model design methodology. 
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